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Before answering the question-paper candidates

should ensure that they have been supplied to correct

and complete question-paper. No complaint, in this

regard, will be entertained after the examination.

Note : Attempt Five questions only which carry

equal marks. However, a student should

attempt at least one question from every

Section. Any data if missing can be suitably

assumed. Use of scientific calculator is

allowed.
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Section I

1. (a) What role United Nations had played in

disaster management and in developing

countries ? Which objective was behind

naming the decade 1990-2000 as

International Decade for Natural Disaster

Reduction ? 7½

(b) How disaster are classfied ? Explain

various classifications with examples. 7½

2. What are the advantages of mitigation ? Also,

discuss disaster management cycle. 15

Section II

3. How do you differentiate the disasters caused

by floods and drought ? Also, discuss various

flood regions in India with their properties.

15

4. Discuss the causes and impacts of

desertification. How can it be controlled ?

Also discuss the impacts of forest fires ? 15

Section III

5. How the classification of India into various

seismic zones helps in mitigation ? Discuss

the same with emphasis as Civil Engineer.15

6. How Landslides are classified ? What are the

impacts on Society ? Discuss the structural

and non-structural measures in prevention of

landslides. 15

Section IV

7. Discuss the guidelines from Indian Standards

for the prevention of disaster during the

transportation of poisonous chemicals. How

the compliance of these guidelines in ensured ?

15

8. How GIS can play vital role in prevention and

preparedness of technological disaster ? 15
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